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Source: Seychelles Travel

Basics of (Strategic) Climate Change Communication
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Overview
Key Points of Discussion

• Communicating with people means connecting with people,
not merely delivering information
• The problems effective climate change communication must
address
• Do people just not care? – Exploring one example, surfacing the
issues that make communicating climate change difficult
• The challenge is more than cognitive or educational, but deeply
psychological, social, cultural and political

• Introduction to the fundamental approach to strategic
communication and a step-by-step process through which
we will practice it
• Outlook to Unit 2

The science is clear
and compelling

It’s rational/sensible to act now
to avoid (further) problems

There are things we can do
that will make a difference

Can we get anyone to listen?
To care? And to act?

Source: goodmustgrow.com
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The persistent gap between what we say
and what we do
Said is not heard;
Heard is not understood;
Understood is not agreed;
Agreed is not implemented.
(unknown Dutch source)

Beyond “getting the right message out”

From one-way information
delivery to dialogue From knowing to active
engagement and behavior
change.

Source: Environment (Magazine)

Communicating – really
To communicate –
(from the same Latin root as the word communion)
>> to impart, to share, to make common

“Communities are groups of people
communicating…”
Bill McDonough
Source: Valley News
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Some of your own concerns and challenges
• Getting people to pay attention
• Getting through with the message
• Getting people to care
• Getting people to do something
Source: Patheos

If people really cared ...

Which people?
Example: Distinguishing American “publics”

Source: Leiserowitz et al. (2018)
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Possible
explanation #1

How much do they pay attention? And is
it important enough to act on it?

Source: Roser-Renouf et al. (2014)

Possible
explanation #1b

Possible
explanation #2

If others don’t act…

Source: Leiserowitz et al. (2019)
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Possible
explanation #3

Lack of political engagement

Source: Leiserowitz et al. (2019)

Possible
explanation #3b

Lack of a sense of political efficacy
Confidence among registered voters that they can
influence decision-makers at various levels

Source: adapted from
Leiserowitz et al. (2019)

Possible
explanation #3c

Denial
Optimism
Fatalism

Doubt
Cynicism

Source:
Leiserowitz et al. (2018)
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Possible
explanation #4

Very different underlying worldviews

What emotions would you expect
if someone didn’t care?
64%
53%
50%
46%
45%
45%
41%
35%
33%
29%

Not just change
– but loss

Photo: Americares.org

Loss of health
Loss of life
Loss of home
Loss of livelihood
Loss of places/sense of place
Loss of social connection
Loss of species
Loss of diversity
Loss of habitat
Loss of landscapes
Loss of seasons
Loss of life support systems
Loss of sense of security
Loss of certainty
Loss of well-being
Loss of trust in future
Loss of identity
Loss of hope
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Possible
explanation #5

What if… people actually cared a lot?!
Threat to all we love (our families,
communities, place where we live,
places we treasure, nature…)
Threat to all we have (homes, property,
businesses)
Threat to all we depend on for life and
livelihood
Threat to future generations
Source: lovethispic.com

Threat to our identities

Psychological responses to existential threats

…Because it is!

We either reduce the threat……….……………or………... We reduce the feelings about the threat
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•Distraction hypothesis: Given more immediate, more

familiar issues and distractions, most people don’t pay
Exercise 3:
enough attention to make climate change sufficiently
Discuss with your partner(s) important to act on it.
•Social norm hypothesis: Because of a lack of visible
action by others (conveying a social norm), people don’t
take action themselves.
•Lack of efficacy hypothesis: Political engagement is
lacking because of a lack of political, collective and
solutions efficacy.
•Worldviews hypothesis: Most people’s worldviews are
such that they don’t believe they can or need to take any
action on climate change.

Source: clipartpanda.com

•Existential threat hypothesis: People may not be fully
conscious of the existential threat, but nevertheless
sense it deep down; thus, they shut down, turn away
from, or debate the issue (but not engage constructively).

What’s special about communicating climate change?

Communicating climate science
• Climate change science is difficult to convey
• Climate scientists often not trained communicators
• Scientists’ most important “currency” is credibility
• To scientists, information, learning, and understanding
things deeply is important, but often not to lay people
• Information deficit model, while disproven, continues to
prevail in science communication
• No convincing evidence that understanding the science of
climate change is a necessary precondition for right action

Source: ECMWF
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Communicating mitigation
• Reducing the causes of climate change (mitigation) is
•
•
•
•

Technical and inadequately understood by most people
Political
Embedded in systems that seem beyond control
Ultimately effective only if done collectively across the globe

• Even personal/behavioral changes are demanding
• Solutions are often communicated without
• A clear causal connection to the causes and outcomes of action
• Most people don’t know how to enact the changed that is asked
of them

Source: The Conversation

Teach social change, more than climate change!

Communicating impacts and adaptation
• The risks aren’t local or severe (enough) yet for many
• Global-local disconnect regarding existential threats
• Intense emotional responses when climate risks “come
home”
• Interpretive lenses color views on what is happening
• Human causation can derail conversation
• Missing voices, trusted messengers
• Adaptation language still unfamiliar, not resonant, not a
good conversation opener
• Local officials are often afraid to publicly address adaptation
in their communities
• Organized resistance to local adaptation planning efforts

Source: SouthSouthNorth

Check this out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqgCL-hI8gY

Getting to active engagement
THE “BIG FIVE” (GATEWAY BELIEFS):
• Climate change is real.

• It is caused by humans.
• Scientists agree on climate change.
• The impacts of climate change are serious now and
will be even more so in the future.
• Climate change and its impacts can be reduced and
we all can make a difference in shaping our future.
Source: Pintrest
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Unlocking the Keys to Behavior & Social Change
The Fundamental Approach to Strategic Communication

If we want people to “walk their talk”, we
need to connect talk to walk

Source: Adapted from Webb (2008)

BEHAVIOR

COMMUNICATION

Toward active engagement
For communication to be effective, i.e., to facilitate an intended societal
response or desired social change, it must:
(1) sufficiently elevate and maintain the motivation
to change a practice or policy
&
(2) contribute to lowering barriers and resistance
to doing so
Motivation
Communication

Resistance/
Barriers

Social
Change &
Action

Check out this interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQa4KkX-PUE (3 -4 minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQQr7gCb05Q (35 minutes)
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Communication for social change:
7 basic steps
1. Identify and get to know your audience.
2. Define clear communication goals.
3. Frame the issue appropriately.
4. Use the right messenger and appropriate
channels and venues for
your communication.
5. Empower and enable the
audience to act.
6. Repeat – Follow-up – Deepen.

Source: Wordpress.com

7. Review – evaluate – learn.

Exercise: Implemented over Units 2-5
Step 1: Identify/describe your audience

Unit 2

Step 2: Brainstorm the goal of your communication
Step 3: Develop key messages
Step 4: Go deeper & get to know your audience (motivations, values,
concerns, barriers to action, defenses etc.)

Unit 3

Step 5: Find a resonant frame
Step 6: Address emotions, add motivation (place, community, nature,
etc.), make it empowering

Unit 4

Step 7: Identify influential messengers and appropriate channels and
venues for your communication

Unit 5

Finish: Report out • Review • Evaluate effectiveness

Source: American Graphic Institute

Review
Key Points of Discussion

• Communicating with people is connecting with people, not
merely delivering information
• Effective climate change communication must address a
variety of problems
• Do people just not care? – Exploring one example, surfacing the
issues that make communicating climate change difficult
• The challenge is more than cognitive or educational, but deeply
psychological, social, cultural and political

• The fundamental approach to strategic communication and
a step-by-step process through which we will practice it
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Supplementary
Materials

• More on climate change:
• Science
• Impacts
• Solutions

• More on the fundamentals of communicating climate
change:
• Videos
• Short readings
• Accessible scientific papers

Source: 1843magazine.com

Outlook to Unit 2
Will be available on April 20, 2020 @

Be a hermit! 
Connect only virtually with your
partner(s) to do this week’s
practice assignments
Contact Michele Martin if you
don’t yet have a partner
(mpmartinsey at gmail.com)

Note down any questions,
challenges, issues that arise
Bring them to our virtual group
discussion on April 20
Check your email for information
on how to connect to Zoom

Source: Pintrest
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What we will discuss during the Zoom meeting
• Getting to know each other
• Debrief of Exercise 1 – Some insights from
the scenarios exercise
• Debrief of Exercise 2 – Your experience
observing and reflecting on climate impacts
close to home
• Debrief on Exercise 3 – Your thoughts on
why communicating climate change is so
difficult
• Any questions, concerns (logistics, contents)

Outlook to Unit 2
• Guest speaker: Patsy Athanase – A journalistic
perspective on communicating climate change
• Main focus:
• Audience(s)
• Communication goal(s)
• Messages

• Exercises
Source: People Focus Training Inc

Questions about the material in this unit?
Susi Moser, Ph.D.
Susanne Moser Research &
Consulting
Email: promundi@susannemoser.com
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Thank you.
Stay safe.
Stay well.
And see you for Unit 2!
Source: pixabay.com
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